VARIOUS USES OF VISUAL IMAGERY
mercurial, jovial, saturnine, martial; all these words can
call up pictures of the astrologer practising his art, or the
worshippers of the heavens adoring and fearing the mystery
of the spheres. Starboard brings me a picture of a viking
ship with Witta and his heathens, Witta at the steerboard, the
right-hand gunwale near the stern, threddling the longship
through the seas. Companion is the better word if it brings
up a picture of two breaking bread together, sitting perchance
on some high pass and looking down into the lowlands, as
one looks from Carter Bar into Scotland. A squatter entering
into possession of his land by sitting down upon it; a bursar
equipped with his purse; a pocket as a little poke ; a candi-
date standing at the altar dressed in white ; these are pictures
wnich add to the appeal of the words, and often lead to an
association very much to the point. There is no great fear
thai an over-cultivation of such imagery would lead to a
narrowness of usage—not many are so able to see the pictures
their words paint as to be hindered in their thought. Most
of us only too soon come to use the words as counters without
concrete imagery, a tendency which brings to some the power
of generalizing and abstract thinking, but which brings to a
greater number only verbosity and parrot-pattering fluency.
Another occasion on which the habit of visualizing can be
advantageoas is when we have to read aloud. Thus the best
advice I have ever known, to assist one in holding one's
audience, is this which I read long ago, in a most useful
booklet on clear speaking and good reading.1 "See the
scenes as you read the words. Look at them intently in your
own mental vision, and pause at each completed picture." I
recall the illustration used in the book, a very telling one—
one of the parables. " The seed . . * is the word of God,
- * . Those by the wayside ... are they that hear; . . .
1 I was unable, as I wrote this, to recall the name of the author, and
spent a few minutes in putting down what passed through my mind in
the attempt to do so. See page 164 ahead, where the reason why I still
refrain giving the name will become clear—it would betray to some the
real names there disguised.
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